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Congratulations, this is the last step before 
starting your journey to better sleep and overall 
health! It’s time to order your equipment. 

 

At this point, you’ve had your consultation with 
Dr. Krainin and Singular Sleep has your prescription on 
file. You are now authorized to order prescription sleep 
apnea equipment from singularsleep.com. 

 

This sleep apnea therapy buyer’s guide is to help assist 
you with the process and make sure you get the right 
equipment! 

 

 

 

If at any time you would like to talk to a live person 

call us at (844) SLP-WELL (844-757-9355) 

https://singularsleep.com/
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Why Singular Sleep 

 Priority customer service: should you have an issue 
with your equipment, our experienced sleep 
professionals will provide expedited troubleshooting.  

o Starting sleep apnea therapy tends to be “high-
touch” – there are usually a lot of questions in 
the beginning.  

o If you buy your equipment from Singular Sleep, 
we’ll be there for you every step of the way, 
including having a sleep professional contact you 
by phone one week after purchasing your 
equipment to make sure that you are doing great 
and address any problems that might be standing 
in the way of your success. 

 Your machine will be added to our monitoring system, 
which will allow us to directly monitor how well the 
therapy is working and identify and fix problems if 
they arise.  

 The ability to “titrate” (adjust) your machine’s 
pressure settings over time to ensure that your sleep 
apnea is fully treated. 

 The peace of mind that Singular Sleep is an 
authorized reseller for your machine and can help you 
get your machine repaired or replaced in the unlikely 
event of a technical problem. 
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 Four free machine data downloads per year so that 
you can review your comprehensive sleep apnea 
treatment data or submit it to your DOT/FAA provider 
if needed.  
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Below are the machine and mask options that 
we recommend. Here's what you need to do: 

 Select a machine and a mask from the list 
below. Simply click on the picture to see pricing 
and a full description on our online store.  Right 
click to be able to open the product page in a 
new tab.  
Note: All masks are universally compatible with all 
machines. Tubing is included with all machines.*  

 Now that you are an established patient of Dr. 
Krainin's, you are authorized to purchase the items 
directly through our online store. We have your 
prescription on file in our system.   

 If you prefer to have Singular Sleep place the order 
for you, let us know which equipment you would like 
and we would be happy to assist! 

 Orders generally ship within 1-2 business days. We 
will provide tracking information for your shipment 
once the order is placed.  

 

 

 

 

*Except for ResMed AirMini which is only compatible with certain ResMed masks 
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ResMed and Philips Respironics are the two market leaders for sleep apnea 
machines. About 95% of people on PAP therapy have a machine from one 
of these companies. Singular Sleep is an authorized reseller for both of 
these brands. 

You might ask, which one do we recommend?  ResMed and Philips 
are always trying to convince us that their devices are the best, but we 
prefer to stay neutral. Both brands are state-of-the-art machines and are 
comparable performance-wise. They both have: 

 Superior auto-adjusting algorithms 
 Adjustable internal heated humidifier 
 Free apps to track your progress 
 Daily data streaming, allowing us to remotely monitor and make 

changes to your pressure as needed 
 Pressure relief and pressure ramp features for added comfort 

The difference mostly comes down to aesthetics and standard warranty 
coverage options. Both machines include 2 years of warranty, but Philips 
offers an extended 3-year warranty for an extra $180 for BPAP machines 
and $160 for CPAP machines.  

Each machine comes with regular tubing and heated tubing is available for 
an additional charge. Heated tubing typically allows you to make the air 
more humid before condensation occurs in the tubing so it may make the 
air slightly more comfortable to tolerate. 

 

  

 

Did you know? The average lifespan for 
a PAP machine is at least 5 years. 

 

 

Sleep Apnea Machines 
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Recommended Machines 

 

Auto-CPAP (APAP) Machines 

 

ResMed AirSense 10 AutoSet   
 
A top-of-the-line machine with built-in heated 
humidifier and optional heated tubing. The 
AirSense has an internal cellular modem that 
automatically transmits data to Singular Sleep and 
allows us to remotely adjust your settings. There 
is a free app available that lets you receive 
personalized feedback, as well as automatic texts 
with links to videos to correct any issues that may 
arise, e.g., your mask not sealing properly. The 
machine's "EPR" system provides pressure relief 
during exhalation for added comfort. 
 
 

 

Philips DreamStation Auto CPAP   
 
Another premium auto-adjusting CPAP machine 
with a free app that provides users with easy 
access to three days' worth of feedback to help 
track progress. It also has an internal cellular 
modem that enables seamless data transfer and 
remote setting adjustment. "A-Flex" technology 
provides advanced exhalation relief for greater 
patient comfort. The attached heated humidifier is 
sealed and can travel even with water inside. 

Optional heated tubing available.  

 

 

 

https://singularsleep.com/products/resmed-airsense-autoset-auto-cpap-with-humidair-heated-humidifier
https://singularsleep.com/products/dreamstation-apap-by-philips-respironics-with-heated-humidifier
https://singularsleep.com/products/resmed-airsense-autoset-auto-cpap-with-humidair-heated-humidifier
https://singularsleep.com/products/dreamstation-apap-by-philips-respironics-with-heated-humidifier
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Recommended Machines 

 

Auto-BPAP Machines  

 

ResMed AirCurve 10 VAuto 
 
A top-of-the-line machine with built-in heated 
humidifier and optional heated tubing. The 
AirCurve has an internal cellular modem that 
automatically transmits data to Singular Sleep 
and allows us to remotely adjust your settings. 
There is a free app available that lets you 
receive personalized feedback, as well as 
automatic texts with links to videos to correct 
any issues that may arise, e.g., your mask not 
sealing properly. 

 

 

Philips DreamStation Auto BPAP  
 
Another premium auto-adjusting BPAP machine 
with a free app that provides patients with three 
days' worth of feedback to help track progress. 
It also has an internal cellular modem that 
enables seamless data transfer and remote 
setting adjustment. The attached heated 
humidifier is sealed and can travel even with 
water inside. Optional heated tubing is 
available.    

 

  

https://singularsleep.com/products/resmed-aircurve-10-vauto-auto-bilevel-machine-with-humidair-heated-humidifier
https://singularsleep.com/products/dreamstation-auto-bpap-with-heated-humidifier-from-philips-respironics
https://singularsleep.com/products/resmed-aircurve-10-vauto-auto-bilevel-machine-with-humidair-heated-humidifier
https://singularsleep.com/products/dreamstation-auto-bpap-with-heated-humidifier-from-philips-respironics
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Recommended Machines 

 

 
ASV Machines 
 

 

ResMed AirCurve 10 ASV 
 
The premier ASV machine on the market, it 
comes with a built-in heated humidifier and 
optional heated tubing. The machine has an 
internal cellular modem that automatically 
transmits data to Singular Sleep and allows us to 
remotely adjust your settings. There is a free 
app available that le's you receive personalized 
feedback, as well as automatic texts with links 
to videos to correct any issues that may arise, 
e.g., your mask not sealing properly. This is 
our preferred machine for complex and central 
sleep apnea syndromes. 
 

 

 

Philips DreamStation BiPAP AutoSV 
 
A very good ASV machine, it comes with a 
heated humidifier. It also has an internal cellular 
modem that enables seamless data transfer and 
remote setting adjustment. The AutoSV is a 
solid choice for treatment of complex and 
central sleep apnea syndromes. Optional heated 

tubing is available.       

 

 

https://singularsleep.com/products/aircurve-10-asv-from-resmed
https://singularsleep.com/products/dreamstation-bipap-autosv-with-humidifier-from-philips-respironics
https://singularsleep.com/products/aircurve-10-asv-from-resmed
https://singularsleep.com/products/dreamstation-bipap-autosv-with-humidifier-from-philips-respironics
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Next, we need to find out what type of mask you need, and this 
guide will help narrow that down for you. Here’s a really 
important question: 

Do know if you breathe through your mouth when 
you sleep? 

If you are uncertain, here are some tell-tale signs that you are a 
mouth-breather: 

 You tend to wake up with a dry mouth 

 Your bed partner has seen you mouth-breathing and told 
you about it 

 You notice a lot of drool on the pillow after you have been 
sleeping 

 

If any of those signs above apply to you, then we recommend a 

full-face mask.  

 

If you’re not a mouth-breather, skip to page 15.  

 

 

 

 

Sleep Apnea Masks 
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Recommended Masks 

 

Full Face Masks 

 

 

Have a beard 

Recommendation:  

ResMed AirTouch has 
a memory foam 
cushion that seems to 
be better than 
traditional, silicone-
based FFMs in 
maintaining a seal in 
gentleman with 
beards. 

 

 

Don’t have a beard 

Recommendations: 

Traditional FFMs – 
these go over the nose 
and mouth such as 
AirFit and AirTouch 

“Hybrid-style” – these 
go under the nose and 
over the mouth and are 
better for those who 
want a less obtrusive 
mask or are 
claustrophobic. 

 

 
 

https://singularsleep.com/products/airtouch-f20
https://singularsleep.com/products/airfit-f20
https://singularsleep.com/products/airtouch-f20
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Philips DreamWear Full Face Mask   
 
A revolutionary design, the hose connection 
placement promotes freedom to sleep in your 
desired position and cushion design prevents 
pressure on the bridge of your nose. It comes in 
a "Fit Pack" with all available cushion sizes so 
you're guaranteed to get the right fit out of the 
box. Other DreamWear cushion styles (the nasal 
pillows and under-the-nose nasal) are 
interchangeable with this frame.  
 
 

 

ResMed AirFit F30 Full Face Mask 
 
ResMed's AirFit F30 Full Face Mask is a sleek, 
lightweight frame that creates an open field of 
vision; and a minimalist cushion that rests below 
the nose to reduce facial contact, irritation, and 
pressure points. The AirFit F30 includes a highly 
adjustable plush headgear with magnetic clips 
that help adapt to the contours of various facial 
types and is easily adjusted to achieve a more 
optimal fit. 
 

 

ResMed AirTouch F20 
 
This mask consistently gets superior patient 
feedback in the full face mask category for those 
who have had difficulty maintaining a seal with 
other masks. The AirTouch's UltraSoft memory 
foam cushion achieves an incredible seal while 
providing maximum comfort. The memory foam 
is able to conform to the contours of the face 
more readily than most silicone masks. Modular 
frame fits all cushion sizes. 

 

https://singularsleep.com/products/dreamwear-full-face-mask
https://singularsleep.com/products/resmed-airfit-f30-full-face-cpap-mask-with-headgear
https://singularsleep.com/products/airtouch-f20-full-face-cpap-mask-from-resmed
https://singularsleep.com/products/dreamwear-full-face-mask
https://singularsleep.com/products/resmed-airfit-f30-full-face-cpap-mask-with-headgear
https://singularsleep.com/products/airtouch-f20-full-face-cpap-mask-from-resmed
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ResMed AirFit F20 
 
The AirFit F20 is an excellent, traditional full 
face mask. The InfinitySeal cushion technology 
was designed to fit all patients, regardless of 
facial profiles. Modular frame fits all cushion 
sizes. This mask also comes in a "For Her" 
model that comes in lavender and offers a 
smaller size range.  

 

  

  

https://singularsleep.com/products/airfit-f20-full-face-cpap-mask-with-headgear-from-resmed
https://singularsleep.com/products/airfit-f20-full-face-cpap-mask-with-headgear-from-resmed
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Nasal Pillows Masks 
 

 Nasal Pillow Masks are good for those who are looking for the 
smallest amount of material on their face possible.  

 They are smaller and lighter than traditional nasal masks but may 
be a bit harder to seal.  

 They slightly enter the nostrils and the pillows inflate to maintain a 
seal.  

 
 

 

Philips DreamWear Nasal Pillows 
Mask 
 
The DreamWear Gel CPAP Mask's innovative 
design directs airflow through a soft, silicone 
frame so you can sleep comfortably with more 
freedom of movement. The gel infused nasal 
pillows provide a soft, secure seal without red 
marks, pressure or pinching. The Fit Pack 
includes all three pillow sizes to guarantee that 
you find a perfect fit right out of the box. If you 
want to try a different configuration, other 
DreamWear cushion styles are interchangeable 
with this frame. 

 

 

ResMed AirFit P10 
 
The AirFit P10 CPAP Mask is quiet and 
lightweight. Its dual-wall nasal pillows adapt 
naturally to movement during sleep to maintain 
a secure fit, while the QuickFit auto-adjusting 
headgear, in gray with blue highlights, provides 
gentle stability with minimal facial 
contact. Comes with all pillow sizes to 
guarantee that you get a great seal. 

 

https://singularsleep.com/products/dreamwear-nasal-pillows-cpap-mask-with-headgear-fit-pack
https://singularsleep.com/products/dreamwear-nasal-pillows-cpap-mask-with-headgear-fit-pack
https://singularsleep.com/products/dreamwear-nasal-pillows-cpap-mask-with-headgear-fit-pack
https://singularsleep.com/products/airfit-p10-nasal-pillows-cpap-mask
https://singularsleep.com/products/airfit-p10-nasal-pillows-cpap-mask
https://singularsleep.com/products/dreamwear-nasal-pillows-cpap-mask-with-headgear-fit-pack
https://singularsleep.com/products/airfit-p10-nasal-pillows-cpap-mask
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InnoMed Aloha – ON SALE NOW! 
 
Our patients consistently praise the Aloha's 
comfortable design. This mask comes with an 
all-sizes kit that includes three different sizes 
of nasal pillows (S, M, L) so that you can get a 
perfect fit starting the first night. 

 

  

https://singularsleep.com/products/aloha-nasal-pillow-system
https://singularsleep.com/products/aloha-nasal-pillow-system
https://singularsleep.com/products/aloha-nasal-pillow-system
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Nasal Masks 
 

 This is the traditional mask style used with PAP. They are known to 
provide a very good seal.  

 There are now two types of nasal masks: 
 Traditional nasal masks: these go over the nose 
 Under-the-nose nasal masks: these nestle up under the nose 

and seal; they are less obtrusive and may be better for those 
with claustrophobia but can be harder to maintain a seal.   
 

Traditional nasal mask recommendation: ResMed N20 
Under-the-nose nasal mask recommendation: DreamWear UTN  
 

 

ResMed AirFit N20 
 
The AirFit N20 combines advanced Infinity Seal 
cushion technology with a flexible frame and 
plush headgear to deliver superior comfort and 
a secure seal with minimal facial contact. Also 
available in the "For Her" model. 

 

 

Philips DreamWear Under-The-Nose 
Nasal Mask   
 
This innovative nasal mask is extraordinarily 
popular. The minimal contact, under-the-nose 
cushion provides a secure seal without red 
marks, discomfort, or irritation in the nostrils or 
on the nose bridge. The DreamWear adapts 
easily to a wide variety of sleeping positions 
and always provides a wide-open field of 
view. Four cushions are included (small, 
medium, medium/wide, large) to ensure that 
you get a proper fit. If you want to try a 
different configuration, other DreamWear 

https://singularsleep.com/products/airfit-n20-nasal-cpap-mask-with-headgear-from-resmed
https://singularsleep.com/products/airfit-n20-nasal-cpap-mask-with-headgear-from-resmed
https://singularsleep.com/products/dreamwear-nasal-cpap-mask-from-philips-respironics-fit-pack
https://singularsleep.com/products/dreamwear-nasal-cpap-mask-from-philips-respironics-fit-pack
https://zoho.email-view.com/click.zt?linkDgs=312b794a9c8a4k1646bd731a3&mailDgs=312b794a9c89a&ver=a78101656d9c1ed0bd939597d2d6a7c76af3917e0a17a66142065b7a7d3a42c7
https://zoho.email-view.com/click.zt?linkDgs=312b794a9c8a4k1646bd731a3&mailDgs=312b794a9c89a&ver=a78101656d9c1ed0bd939597d2d6a7c76af3917e0a17a66142065b7a7d3a42c7
https://singularsleep.com/products/airfit-n20-nasal-cpap-mask-with-headgear-from-resmed
https://singularsleep.com/products/dreamwear-nasal-cpap-mask-from-philips-respironics-fit-pack
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cushion styles are interchangeable with this 
frame. 

 

 

SleepWeaver Elan – ON SALE NOW! 
 
This is the only cloth nasal cpap mask on the 
market that comes in an "all-sizes" kit. Some 
people find this material more comfortable and 
less likely to leave lines on the face after use 
than a traditional mask. The Starter Kit contains 
small, medium, and large sizes, which takes the 
guesswork out of finding the right size 
cushion.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://singularsleep.com/products/sleepweaver-elan-nasal-cpap-mask-with-headgear
https://singularsleep.com/products/sleepweaver-elan-nasal-cpap-mask-with-headgear
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It's recommended to clean the mask, tubing, and 
humidifier every day to prevent potential exposure to 
infectious particles (bacteria, mold, fungus) and allergens. 
You can do this by hand or use the Sleep8 or Lumin, 
which can save you a lot of time and hassle over the long-
term.    
 
Note: As of February 2020, we no longer recommend the SoClean as a cleaning device 
due to ResMed and Philips issuing statements that SoClean can damage their machines 
and their warranties will not cover the repairs. 
 
 

 

Sleep 8 Cleaner 
 
All it takes to thoroughly clean your equipment 
is connecting one end of your CPAP tubing to 
the valve inside the sanitizing bag, with the 
other end still connected to your mask. If your 
machine has a water chamber, disconnect and 
dry that, and place inside the bag also. Then 
zip the bag, connect the valve on the outer part 
of the bag to the Sleep8 device, and turn on. 
It's that easy!  
 
 

 

 

Cleaning Equipment (Optional) 

https://singularsleep.com/products/sleep8-cpap-cleaner
https://singularsleep.com/products/sleep8-cpap-cleaner
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Lumin + Bullet Cleaner 
 
The Lumin does not use ozone, but rather UV 
light, to kill germs in your mask and water 
chamber. It's companion The Bullet disinfects 
your tubing. It takes only 5 minutes to clean 
your gear! 

 
 

  

https://singularsleep.com/products/lumin-cpap-cleaner
https://singularsleep.com/products/lumin-cpap-cleaner
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Checking Out 

Don't forget to use promo code MACHINE23 for $100 off 
of your purchase of a PAP machine and mask through Singular 
Sleep! 
 
We now offer multiple financing options through Affirm, PayPal 
Credit, and CareCredit! 

 

 

Most of our clients purchase the equipment with credit cards or PayPal. If 

you need financing options, we offer PayPal Credit and Affirm. We also 

take CareCredit. We can assist you in providing documentation if you’d like 

to submit your purchases to your healthcare insurance to seek 

reimbursement or apply the expenditures towards your deductible. 

 

That’s it! After your order is placed, you will receive a 
confirmation email and your equipment will generally ship within 
1-2 business days via USPS Priority Mail.  
 
We will include a complimentary extra air filter for your machine 
to make sure that you have everything that you need until your 
follow up appointment with Dr. Krainin.  
 

  


